One platform that offers instant access to scholarly research, iconic images, and quality textbooks

https://www.bloomsburyfashioncentral.com/

**FAIRCHILD BOOKS LIBRARY**

The world’s largest digital collection of fashion textbooks

- Digital textbooks on fashion textiles, design foundations, retailing, visual merchandising, color theory, lighting, sustainability, and drawing and presentation
- STUDIOs allow users to personalize their study with multiple choice questions and quizzes, flashcards, and video and audio resources
- Teaching resources and lesson plans available to instructors
- Interactive timeline provides historical context

**BERG FASHION LIBRARY**

Berg Fashion Library provides an integrated text and image content on dress across cultures and throughout history

- Bloomsbury fashion e-books
- Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion volumes 1-10
- Biblio guides, lesson plans
- Museum directory and exhibitions
- Image bank of more than 13,000 images with museum partners

**FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY ARCHIVE**

Fashion Photography Archive showcases forty years of contemporary fashion history. Images are copyright-cleared for educational purposes and corporate licensing options are also available.

- 300,000 high quality images currently available, further collections will be added in updates of 100,000 images from Autumn 2017 until 750,000 images are live
- Fashion articles and designer biographies